
PROTAC HL® 4
HIGH LUMEN TACTICAL LIGHT

New technology brings you this 2,200 lumen hand-held flashlight with 

a wide beam pattern that will illuminate an entire area. The dual fuel 

ProTac HL 4 accepts either CR123A lithium batteries or rechargeable 

18650 batteries - multiple power sources to reduce down time.

TEN-TAP® programmable switch
for user selectable operation
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Anti-roll head prevents the light from rolling
away when placed on a flat surface

Engineered optic produces a concentrated
beam with optimum peripheral illumination

Optimized electronics provide thermal management and regulated intensity 

Gasket-sealed, glass lens with anti-reflective coating

IPX7; waterproof to 1 meter for 30 minutes; 1m impact resistance tested

8.63 in. (21.92 cm); 1 lb 1 oz (482 grams) with CR123A batteries

Limited Lifetime Warranty
Visit www.streamlight.com for full warranty information

#88060 - ProTac HL 4 with four CR123A lithium batteries and wrist lanyard

TEN-TAP Programming: Choice of three operating modes:
1.) high/strobe/low; 2.) high only; 3.) low/medium/high

- High for maximum illumination: 2,200 lumens; 30,000 candela; 346m beam; 
runs 1.5 hours (CR123A batteries); runs 1.75 hours (18650 batteries)

- Medium for bright light and longer run time: 600 lumens; 8,300 candela; 182m beam; 
runs 4 hours (CR123A batteries); runs 4.25 hours (18650 batteries)

- Low for extended run time: 60 lumens; 800 candela; 56m beam; runs 40 hours    
(CR123A batteries); runs 43 hours (18650 batteries)

- Strobe for signaling or disorienting: runs 2.75 hours

2,200
LUMENS!

DUAL FUEL: Uses four 3V CR123A 
lithium batteries (included); also accepts

two Streamlight rechargeable (3.7V, 2600mAh, 
9.62 Wh) 18650 button-top lithium batteries 

Self-adjusting battery cradle 
accommodates multiple battery sizes 

and eliminates battery rattle

Durable anodized machined aircraft 
aluminum construction

Rubber sleeve provides thermal insulation 
and a sure grip


